QUESTIONS: REVISION TEST UNITS 1 - 4 GRADE 3

Time 40 minutes

Name_________________________ School______ Grade ____________
Score ____________ / 20

1. Dictation – Write the words that the teacher reads to you. (4 marks)
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

2. Choose the correct word for each sentence (6 marks). Use each word once only.
   in, windy, some, shirt, morning, uniform

   A. I want to eat _______ cookies.
   B. In the ________ I go to school.
   C. It is very ________. I think it will rain.
   D. The books are _________ my desk.
   E. We wear the same _________ each day.
   F. On Saturday I wear my red football _________.

3. Grammar – Each sentence has one mistake. Write the sentence so that it is correct. words (4 marks)

   A. Visa have a new book. _________________________________________________
   B. How were the weather yesterday? _________________________________________
   C. He really like going to school. ___________________________________________
   D. She is wearing a sweatshirt green. ________________________________________

4. Comprehension – Read the sentences and then write the answer to the questions (6 marks)
Hello my name is Tola, I like eating pizza and grapes but I do not like cookies.

(a) What does Tola like eating?

He likes

___________________________________________________________.

(b) Does he like eating cookies.

_________________________________________________________________

Yesterday it was hot and sunny but today it is cold and it is raining.

(c) What was the weather like yesterday?

It was __________________________________________________________________________

(d) What is the weather like today?

It is ____________________________________________________________________________

When it is cold I wear my blue jacket, when it is hot I wear shorts and a tee shirt.

(e) What does he wear when it is hot?

He wears __________________________________________________________________________

(f) What color is Tola’s jacket?

It is ____________________________________________________________________________
1. Dictation – ½ a mark off for each error or missing word. 4 marks)

It is sunny today. I am going to walk to my grandmother’s house. She lives on the second floor of the building.

2. Choose the correct word for each sentence (6 marks). Use each word once only.

   in, some, shirt, morning, uniform, windy

A. I want to eat some cookies.
B. In the morning I go to school.
C. It is very windy. I think it will rain.
D. The books are in my desk.
E. We wear the same uniform each day.
F. On Saturday I wear my red football shirt.

3. Grammar – Each sentence has one mistake. Write the sentence so that it is correct.
   words (4 marks)

   A. Michael has a new book.
   B. How was the weather yesterday?
   C. He really likes going to school.
   D. She is wearing a green sweatshirt.

4. Comprehension – Read the sentences and then write the answer to the questions (6 marks)
   a) He likes pizza and grapes. (½ mark each)

   b) No he doesn’t. (1 mark)

   c) It was hot and sunny. (½ mark each)

   d) It is cold and raining. (½ mark each)

   e) He wears shorts and a tee shirt. (½ mark each)

   f) It is blue. (1 mark)
QUESTIONS: REVIEW TEST UNITS 5 - 8  GRADE 3

Time 40 minutes

Name_____________________________    School_________    Grade ____________

Score _____________  / 20

1. Dictation – Write the words that the teacher reads to you. (4 marks)

___________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

2. Choose the correct word for each sentence (6 marks). Use each word once only.

   better, fix, practices, dancer, small, veterinarian

A. My sister is a ____________________.
B. She _________ every day
C. My father is a mechanic, he can ___________ cars.
D. My sister looks after sick animals, she is a _________________
E. I like volleyball ____________ than football.
F. When I was young, I was ____________.

3. Grammar – Each sentence has one mistake. Write the sentence so that it is correct. words (4 marks)

A. The bus leave at 3:30 pm.
   ___________________________________________________

B. We never walks to school, we ride our bikes.____________________________
   ___________________________________________________

C. What does he eat to work?________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________

D. Im going to a movie._______________________________________________
   ___________________________________________________

4. Comprehension – Read the sentences and then write the answer to the questions (6 marks)

Hello my name is Mary, I go to school in a bus. It is yellow and green.
(a) How does Mary travel to school?

She travels ________________________________.

(b) What color is the bus?

It is _________________ and _________________

I like to play basketball. I play basketball with my friends on Saturday afternoons.

(c) What sport does she like to play?

She likes ________________________________

(d) When does she play with her friends?

She plays ________________________________

I am tall and strong. I can jump high when I play basketball.

(e) Is Mary weak or strong?

She is ________________________________

(f) When does Mary jump high?

When ________________________________
1. **Dictation** – ½ a mark off for each error or missing word. 4 marks)

Sometimes I walk to school, but I usually ride my bike.

2. **Choose the correct word for each sentence (6 marks).** Use each word once only.

   A. My sister is a **dancer**.
   B. She **practices** every day.
   C. My father is a mechanic, he can **fix** cars.
   D. My sister looks after sick animals, she is a **veterinarian**.
   E. I like volleyball **better** than football.
   F. When I was young, I was **small**.

3. **Grammar** – Each sentence has one mistake. Write the sentence so that it is correct. 

   words (4 marks)

   A. The bus leaves at 3:30 pm.
   B. We never **walk** to school, we ride our bikes.
   C. What does he eat **at** work?
   D. I’m **going** to a movie.

4. **Comprehension** – Read the sentences and then write the answer to the questions (6 marks)

   (a) She travels in a bus.
   (b) It is green and yellow (1/2 mark each)
   (c) She likes to play basketball
   (d) On Saturday afternoons.
   (e) She is strong.
   (f) When she plays basketball.
QUESTIONS: GRADE 3 END OF YEAR TEST

Time 40 minutes

Name__________________________________    School________  Grade ____________
Score _____________  / 20

1. Dictation – Write the words that the teacher reads to you. (4 marks)
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________
   __________________________________________

2. Choose the correct word for each sentence (6 marks). Use each word once only.

   fix, yesterday, always, camera, office, goes

   A. My sister ____________ does her homework.
   B. I want to work in an ____________
   C. After school she ________ home with her brother.
   D. I take photos with my ____________.
   E. The mechanic can ________ cars and motos.
   F. ___________ there was no school.

3. Grammar – Each sentence has TWO mistakes. Put a circle around the mistakes and then write the sentence correctly. (4 marks)

   A. He live in a small house it have three rooms.
   __________________________________________

   B. We want these hat, they are very color.
   __________________________________________

   C. I is very happy we are go to the Water Park.
   __________________________________________

   D. At school I studies English in the afternon.
   __________________________________________
4. Comprehension – Read the sentences and then write the answer to the questions (6 marks)

Hello my name is Sarah, I am in Grade 3 at Bloomfield school. I always walk to school with my little brother and sister. They are in the Kindergarten class.

At school I eat lunch with my friends. We eat rice and vegetables. Sometimes I buy a drink.

I like studying. My best subject is History. I also like Mathematics and English.

In the future I want to be a veterinarian so that I can help sick animals.

a) What school does Sarah go to?
   Sarah ________________________________

b) What class are her brother and sister in?
   They are ________________________________

c) How does Sarah travel to school?
   She ___________________________ to school.

d) What food does she eat for lunch?
   She eats ________________________________

e) What is her best subject?
   Her best subject ________________________________

f) What does Sarah want to do in the future?
   In the future ________________________________
ANSWERS: END OF YEAR TEST  GRADE 3

1. Dictation – Write the words that the teacher reads to you. (4 marks - ½ mark of for each mistake or missing word)

What does your father do? He’s a driver. He drives a big truck. What does your mother do? She works in a factory, she makes clothes.

2. Choose the correct word for each sentence (6 marks). Use each word once only.

A. My sister always does her homework.
B. I want to work in an office.
C. After school she goes home with her brother.
D. I take photos with my camera.
E. The mechanic can fix cars and motos.
F. Yesterday there was no school.

3. Grammar – Each sentence has TWO mistakes. Put a circle around the mistakes and then write the sentence correctly. (4 marks - ½ a mark each)

A. He lives in a small house it has three rooms.
B. We want these hats, they are very colorful.
C. I am very happy we are going to the Water Park.
D. At school I study English in the afternoon.

4. Comprehension – Read the sentences and then write the answer to the questions (6 marks)

g) Sarah goes to Bloomfield school.
h) They are in the Kindergarten class.
i) She walks to school.
j) She eats rice and vegetables.
k) Her best subject is History.
l) In the future she wants to be a veterinarian.